Self-organisation of social systems can be observed at all levels of biological complexity, from cells to organisms and communities. Although individuals are governed by simple rules, their interactions with each other and their environment leads to complex patterns. Self-Organisation and Evolution of Social Systems investigates a broad spectrum of social systems ranging from those of simple single-celled organisms to those of very complex ones, such as humans. It examines groups of all sizes, from small as in certain species of primates, to very large as in some species of fish and social insects.
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Preface
The study of social systems from the perspective of complexity science leads to unusual results that show that, by self-organisation, complex patterns of behaviour may arise from very simple behavioural rules (Schelling, 1978; Camazine et al., 2001) . By building these rules into certain computer models we develop a new type of understanding (Braitenberg, 1984; Pfeifer and Scheier, 1999) .
This method may be applied to social systems of all kinds and of all organisms. Yet, so far, it has rarely been used among biologists. Moreover, biologists are little aware of the use of this method in the study of social systems in humans.
Therefore, we feel that there is need for a book on social systems of animals and humans from the perspective of complexity science. In order to interest also empirical scientists in this approach, the book contains both empirical papers and theoretical ones.
To realise all this a conference was essential: we organised a five-day conference in the beautiful surroundings of Monte Verità in Switzerland. The authors of the papers of this book were invited speakers at this conference. I wish to thank them for the timely submission of their papers and for their cooperative attitude during refereeing. I am grateful to Paulien Hogeweg, and Bernard Thierry for their useful general comments and to Jens Krause and Hanspeter Kunz for refereeing and to Dan Reid for his work on the index. I am grateful to the Centro Stefano Franscini of the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich and the University of Zürich for their liberal financial support.
